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Introduction

The Spring Campaign of 1813 was a dynamic period for both the French and the Allies. The 
French army had escaped total destruction but was pretty much decimated from the ordeal in 
Russia. Formations that had not taken part in the campaign were used to bolster their ranks. 
Napoleon would have been better served to have used the men that he later placed in garrisons to 
rebuild the army.

This title offers the players the opportunity to play out the vast majority of the actions that were 
part of the Spring Campaign. Some actions were purposely left out as they were lopsided or did 
not decide the outcome of the campaign in any way. Actions such as Halle or ambush situations 
were felt to not offer the gamer much of a challenge as well.

The inclusion of the Russo-Swedish War (RSW) of 1808-09 (or the Finnish War as it also is 
known) was based on the fact that no individual title would be forthcoming in the series for this 
war and that we already had artwork which could be used to depict the vast majority of the 
uniforms. Where we fall short we apologize in advance.

Note on RSW scenarios - each scenario has a dual play format (HTH or Solitaire). The Scenario 
Description will tell the player which side they should play if they choose to play the scenario 
solitaire. This cuts down on the number of scenario files in the main folder. See the file "RSW-
Solo.PDF" for the victory levels for each scenario. They differ from the victory point levels 
found in the scenario which are meant for the Head to Head format.

Notes on the Armies

The French army of 1813 was built upon several groups of men. Napoleon called up several 
groups of conscripts as well as pulled in troops from Spain, the National Guard, the Navy and 
from existing depots. The cavalry and artillery were in a deplorable condition and the former 
never was fully built during the campaign to a level which could match that of the Allies. 
Napoleon would always be short of cavalry during the Spring Campaign. The army that went 
into France had lost over five hundred guns. It was amazing that the army that took the field in 
1813 could count on an artillery superiority over the Allies in numbers (but not always in 
quality).

The Prussian army of 1813 was built upon the reorganized army of 1808-1812. Reserve 
battalions were formed (but most did not take the field) in East Prussia and Silesia. The 
regiments that had fought in Russia were undersized and brought up to strength in part. The men 
were armed with a variety of weapons, uniforms and equipment. The army was as yet untried. 
The newer reforms in the area of command and control were yet to be tested. Nationalism did not 
always run as high as is depicted in history books and there was a natural skepticism by those in 
the court that any venture against Napoleon would only lead to disaster.



Thus it was with some reserve that the King of Prussia went to war. The alliance formed with 
Russian and England was strong in theory but on the field of battle there was not the union of 
direction that was needed to defeat Napoleon. While the Prussians fought well they still had 
much to iron out in their new system.

The Russian army that emerged from the campaign of 1812 had taken huge losses. The militia 
filled out the losses in the infantry and those in the cavalry were replaced from men in the 
depots. The average infantry regiment numbered the same as its battalion size at Borodino. As 
always they fought with dogged determination but the fight was now in Germany and not in the 
mother country. There were many who followed Alexander blindly but it is one thing to fight to 
rid one's country of an invader and quite another to fight for the independence of another.

The Polish, Austrian and Swedish forces remained on the sidelines throughout the campaign. The 
former was chomping at the bit to join up with the French to fight for their freedom while the 
Austrians were biding their time playing a game of "wait and see." The Swedes, under their new 
Crown Prince, the former Marechal Bernadotte, were not yet a part of the Coalition. They landed 
in Swedish Pomerania during the campaign but like the Austrians found playing the neutral party 
more to their liking.

And of course, in the Iberian peninsula, the war ground on for its eighth year. Britannia ruled the 
waves but was now tied up in a war with their former American colonies. While this would not 
have a large impact on the forces in Germany it was a problem which distracted them for some 
time.

Notes on the Battles

Development on the battles of the Spring Campaign of 1813 began back in 2009. The battles of 
Lützen, Bautzen and Reichenbach were all playtested and changes were made to the historical 
scenarios. What follows is a short outline of each of the actions, in chronological order, of the 
campaign.

Mockern - not to be confused with the action that was part of the overall battle of Leipzig, this 
battle took place to the east of Magdeburg. A timid Eugene had posted his army to the east of the 
river (not a very smart location) and the Allies arrived to attack the various French divisions. 
Eventually Eugene chose to fall back across the river. The Allies were not able to win a victory 
and were still working on command coordination.

Lützen - the first large battle of the campaign saw Napoleon heading for Leipzig with the 
remainder of Soult's "Army of the Main" in tow. Eugene's army was arriving from the north. The 
Allies had chosen to attack Napoleon's right flank and had it not been for the more numerous 
French forces they would have succeeded. Ney's raw III Corps lost over 10,000 men. At one key 
juncture, Napoleon massed a large battery of guns and was able to hold back the Allies until 
more of his forces arrived. Both sides learned little from this battle as they would continue to 
make the same mistakes throughout the 1813 campaign. Napoleon's army was really too large for 
his staff to handle and the Allies would continue to be unable to bring their forces into combat 



properly. The Prussians, for instance, had to toil on for several hours with very little Russian 
support. Had the Russians attack in concert with the Prussians there is no doubt that Ney would 
have had to fall back on Lützen.

Königswartha-The Eichberg - two separate actions really but together they are described as the 
loss at one affected the overall outcome of the other. The Allies had retreated towards Silesia and 
were positioned to the east of Bautzen. Napoleon was advancing on two lines. His main army 
from Dresden and Ney's wing from the northwest. Posted at Königswartha was the 15th (Italian) 
Division of the IV Corps. They had very little cavalry support and even worse had not posted any 
scouts. Barclay de Tolly requested permission to mount a spoiling attack on the French left flank 
and with approximately 24,000 men marched on the Königswartha with a large force while the 
Prussians marched to the north on the Eichberg and attack the French which were assumed to be 
arriving soon. The Italians were routed in the attack and driven back to the northwest. Only the 
timely arrival of the forces of Ney stopped the pursuit. Meanwhile, the Prussians were finding 
the French on their front to be too difficult to handle and after a long fight were forced to retreat. 
This caused the rest of Barclay's force to fall back as well. In short, Barclay had bitten off more 
than he could chew and had Ney and Napoleon coordinated their actions better (more forces with 
the 15th Division for instance) they could have given Barclay a bloody nose. Barclay fell back 
on Bautzen and Ney continued his march to the southeast to arrive on the Allied flank.

Bautzen - the largest land battle in European history for a brief moment (Leipzig would hold 
those honors until the First World War) as the armies of the Coalition and Napoleon's French met 
in combat in and around the town. The Allies had constructed numerous field fortifications and 
now with Barclay's forces which had arrived from Poland (minus his losses of the previous days) 
were ready to hold off Napoleon's attack. The first day saw Oudinot's attack on the Allied right 
flank blunted and MacDonald to the north (in and around Bautzen) was likewise driven back. As 
the day drew to a close, Ney's wing began to arrive. Driving in the pickets stationed to watch for 
the French, Ney's men slowly but surely came up and took positions in preparation for the 
second day's action.

On the second day, Ney's forces could have played a key role in rolling up the Allied right flank. 
However, orders from Napoleon were either difficult to understand or Ney failed to grasp the 
importance of the moment because he chose to attack almost due south against the Allies rather 
than take the more easterly course which surely would have put him in a position to be the 
master of the Allied flank.

Ney's forces joined in an assault on the main Prussian position and were instrumental in taking 
the key set of hills and fortifications but in attacking in the wrong direction the net result was that 
it just forced the Allies out of position. The Allies fell back to the east with relatively fewer 
losses as a result. Napoleon's losses in cavalry were particularly difficult to replace.

Reichenbach - Essentially a rearguard action. The Russians had to "keep the door open" for their 
forces so that they were not cut off by the pursuing French cavalry. Both sides took minor losses 
in the action and the Allies retreated into Silesia.



Hainau - An ambush situation whereby the Prussians were able to launch a spectacular cavalry 
charge against an unwary French division in march column. Only the timely arrival of more 
French forces allowed them to avoid complete destruction. The sign for the attack to begin was 
when a windmill exploded into flames. Definitely stuff for Hollywood!

Hoyerswerda - After Bautzen, the French sent a sizeable force north towards Berlin. Facing them 
was the Prussian 3rd Corps under v.Bülow. The Prussians thought that they could take the French 
by surprise and inflict a defeat but instead ran into the entire XII Corps! They were lucky to 
escape with minor losses.

Luckau - This time the French were on the attack and Oudinot rashly attacked a prepared 
Prussian position. Initial gains were negated by the spirited Prussian defense and the French were 
forced to retreat. This was the last engagement of the Spring Campaign of any notable size.

Notes on the Russo-Swedish War

This was added in as a bonus for the players as the content for the Spring Campaign really could 
not furnish an entire game but the vast amount of materials in Campaign Leipzig were such that 
we felt that two games was necessary. Not only would it allow us to work more on the Spring 
Campaign research and scenarios but also would give us an excuse to add in one of the less 
known wars of the period. There will be scenarios in a future update that will cover the 
Norwegian theater.

The two scenario books on the war provided a great account of the battles and minor actions. For 
anyone that plays miniatures they are a great source for scenario deployment.

The 1813 Linking Campaign

The complete 1813 campaign is definitely a challenge but should players decide that they want 
to play through the entire War of the Sixth Coalition they can start up the entire 1813 campaign. 
It is found in the May-Oct-1813-HTH.cpd file and is called "The Campaign of 1813 - Head to 
Head." The players much also own Campaign Leipzig in order to play out the entire campaign. 
Instructions on when to copy the game file from the Bautzen game over to Leipzig are provided 
in the campaign file.

Final Notes

A game covering a campaign of this size can never cover all of the actions that were part of the 
1813 Spring Campaign. What is provided was felt to be the most important actions. Other 
actions may be added in later updates.

Much thanks to Warren Bajan, Andrew Bamford, Set Karlsson, Mike Verity, Oscar Schmidt and 
Lars Rössle for their help in the preparation of this title. Oscar was very helpful with uniform 
information for the Prussians. Set, Lars and Mike for the Swedish army. And Warren, as usual, 
provided a lot of great input on all things German.



A special thanks to my RSW Solo Playtest team of Paco Palomo and Bill Cann. They played 
through all of the RSW scenarios which allowed me to set the victory levels for the solo PDF file 
to be something close to competitive for the players. Thanks guys for the many hours spent 
playing through these scenarios.

Quality control was provided for the final release by Andrew Bamford, Andrew Moss and Rich 
White. Warren Bajan, Paco Palomo and Rich White commented on the game files throughout 
production. Many errors were caught that otherwise would have been in the final version.

This was a great "voyage." I really enjoyed working on the Campaign of 1813 and the Russo-
Swedish War was a real personal bonus for me. Being 1/4 Swedish I had always wanted to learn 
more about the war. Similar to my experience with the Campaign of 1814 (Campaign 1814: The 
Gathering of Eagles) I learned far more while researching this title than I had known in my 
previous 35+ years of historical reading on the Napoleonic Wars.

A big thanks to John Tiller for adding in the Ships feature. To Mark Adams and Joe Amoral for 
their artwork contributions and to Mike Avanzini for his work on the planning maps. Rich 
Hamilton for his support on the overall team coordination work.

I truly hope that all of you that purchase this title enjoy the hard work that we put into it! This 
title benefits from much of what we learned in Campaign Leipzig but has much to say for itself.
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